KEYNOTES
1. DISTANCE TO FINISHED GRADE
   1.1. 1" IN TURF AREAS
   1.2. 2" IN PLANTER AREAS
2. THICKEN ALL EDGES AT LANDSCAPE AREAS
3. SILICONE CAULK CAP, MATCH CONCRETE COLOR
4. 3/8" FIBER EXPANSION JOINT (EJ)
5. #4X12" DOWEL - WRAP ONE SIDE TO SLIP IN CONC.- 24"c.c. MAX
6. #4 REBAR AT 24"c.c. EACH WAY
7. END REBAR 3" FROM EDGE OF SLAB AND EXPANSION JOINTS
8. 95% COMPACTED SUB-GRADE
9. TOOLEO CONTROL JOINT (CJ)
10. TOOLEO DEEP CONTROL JOINT (DCJ) SHALL BE 1/8 DEPTH OF TOTAL CONCRETE THICKNESS
11. MEDIUM BROOM FINISH
12. EXPOSED AGGREGATE - CACHE CREEK AGGREGATE OR EQ.

GENERAL NOTES
A. MINOR PEDESTRIAN WALKS ARE SIMILAR FOR DCJ AND EJ SPACING. CJ SPACING SHALL BE 5'-0"c.c. MAX. OMIT LONGITUDINAL CJ AND EXPOSED AGGREGATE FINISH
B. MINOR PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY FINISH SHALL BE MEDIUM BROOM FINISH SWEPET PERPENDICULAR TO DIRECTION OF PATH
C. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH = 3000 PSI MIN.
D. 1% MIN. AND 2% MAX. CROSS SLOPE
E. WALKWAY HSDO LLC NOT EXCEED 5% LONGITUDINAL SLOPE WITHOUT COMPLYING WITH THE CBC PROVISIONS FOR PEDESTRIAN RAMPS
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